Travellers looking for Wyoming road information will soon have access to a new 511 travel map that offers improved functionality and usability. The Wyoming Department of Transportation revamped its 511 map and is launching a new version sometime in October that’s mobile friendly and provides even more road information, conditions and other travel information. Work on the map started about two months ago.

“The new map has more functionality and has a more modern look and feel,” said Vince Garcia, WYDOT’s GIS/ITS manager. “There are a lot of new features that will enhance a user’s experience and help WYDOT tell its story.”

The new map will still show road conditions, incidents, web cameras, weather stations, construction projects, electronic message signs, variable speed limit signs, rest areas and size and weight restrictions.

The new map builds on those features and includes some new ones as well. One of the new features is that the map will show impact to travel based on full road closure, partial closure, high, moderate and low impacts. Closures to light, high profile vehicles or directional closures will be displayed as white with a red border.

When the road conditions layer is activated, the roads will show the type of impact levels in that area. A closed road will display as red, a partial closure as white with a red border, high impact as orange, moderate impact as yellow and low impact as green.

Other new additions include a search feature, an enhanced legend that gives more information about the map icons and a scroll-through feature that allows a user to click through multiple condition and information windows instead of clicking on each icon individually.
Northwest Wyoming - A

WYO 296 north of Cody: Chip sealing project on 13.32 miles of WYO 296 on the Chief Joseph Scenic Highway. Also includes repairs to the Pat O'Hara bridge. June 2017 completion.

WYO 32 southwest of Lovell: Pavement resurfacing with areas of improvements to 7 miles (mileposts 105-112). Also includes bridge deck repair. June 2017 completion.

WYO 22 west of Wilson: Runaway truck arrestor system installation. October completion.

US 26 west of Riverton: Resurfacing with safety improvements to 5 miles (mileposts 99-104). Also includes bridge rehabilitation over Winchester Draw and Big Wind River. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. June 2017 completion.

US 310 northeast of Greybull: Resurfacing for 4.5 miles (mileposts 59-64). Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

WYO 28 south of Lander: Pavement milling and asphalt resurfacing for 4 miles (mileposts 59-63). Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

WYO 170 west of Thermopolis: Chip seal and guardrail and cattle guard installation on 5.67 miles (mileposts 9-14). Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

US 14-16-20 west of Cody: Adding new layer of asphalt on 4.5 miles (mileposts 31-36), and performing bridge rehabilitation. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. September completion.

Southwest Wyoming - B

I-80 between Worland and Crazytown Junction: Pavement milling and resurfacing for 12 miles (mileposts TN-1M-18), October completion.

I-80 between Lyman and Green River: Pavement milling and resurfacing for 12 miles (mileposts 65-77), with bridge deck rehabilitation. October completion.

I-80 east of Evanston: Drainage improvements and erosion repairs in the median for nearly 15 miles (mileposts 132-137). October completion.

I-80 east of Rock Springs: Microsurfacing work on 13 miles (mileposts 107-120), September completion.

US 189 north of La Barge: Pavement milling, resurfacing and road widening to include 3-foot safety shoulders for nearly 8 miles (mileposts 65-91), November completion.

WYO 351 at Big Piney cut off: Pavement surfacing and bridge replacement work at milepost 13. October 2017 completion.

Northeast Wyoming - C

WYO 193 near Story in Johnson and Sheridan counties: Construct road and add shoulders to 6.35 miles of road, replace two bridges. October 2017 completion.

I-90 near and in Sheridan: Construction of new I-90 interchange north of Sheridan, and reconstruction of several streets in the city. October 2018 completion.

I-25 between Kaycee and Buffalo: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 11 miles (mileposts 253-264), October completion.

US 330 in Sheridan: Rebuild of about a mile of West Fifth Street (WYO 330), from Myillard Road west to the end of the paved section. October completion.

US 50 in Gillette: Construction of about a half-mile of new road to connect WYO 50 to Overdale Drive. October completion.

US 24 between Devils Tower and Hulett: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 9.5 miles (mileposts 9-19). Work also includes repairs to bridge. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

US 59 between Bill and Wright: Installation of seven passing lanes with four for northbound and three for southbound. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

Southeast Wyoming - D

I-80 at Walcott Junction: Removal of previous pavement overlays, original concrete pavement cracked and sealed and installation of new asphalt pavement on 6 miles (mileposts 230-236). October completion.

I-80 east of Laramie: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 10 miles (mileposts 296-306). Work also includes three bridge rehabilitations. October completion.

I-80 in Laramie: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 5 miles (mileposts 310-318). October completion.

I-80 and I-25 in and west of Cheyenne: Repairs to bridge at the railroad crossings 10 miles west of Cheyenne, and southbound I-25 bridge over 18th in Cheyenne. October completion.

I-25 in Casper: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 3.3 miles (mileposts 188-191), bridge rehabilitated, electronic signs installed. October completion.

I-25 north of Wheatland: Reconstruction, widening and pavement overlay in certain areas in the southbound lanes on 3.3 miles (mileposts 97-100), Work also includes rehabilitation of bridges and drainage improvements. July 2017 completion.

I-25 north of Cheyenne: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 7.6 miles (mileposts 16-23). Project also includes work on nine bridges. October completion.

US 85 between Cheyenne and Torrington: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 8 miles (mileposts 370-378). Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

WYO 270 north of Hartville: Pavement milling and resurfacing on 11 miles (mileposts 300-311). Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

US 25-26 between Casper and Wheatland: Installation of five passing lanes, three for eastbound traffic and two for westbound. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.

US 25-26 in and west of Casper: New layer of concrete and repairs to bridges over Casper Creek and abandoned C&NW Railroad tracks in Mills. New expansion joint on P Street Bridge in Casper. Project is funded through 10-cent fuel tax revenue. October completion.